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Volatility spiked last week on the back of the tragic 
events taking place in Ukraine. While the huge intra-
day market reversal on Thursday led some market 
participants to think it is now time to “Buy on the sound 
of cannons”, we believe that the war in Ukraine does 
not signal a market regime change. On the contrary, 
it may actually reinforce some of the key market and 
macro trends which have been in place over the last few 
months. 

Below, we highlight five key trends and highlight their 
impact on our current investment strategy.  

Key macro and market 
trends remain in place 
despite war

Trend #3. 
War on inflation is still the key risk for 
investors

Read more on p2
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Trend #1 — 

Government bonds provide no hedge / 
only Gold does
This is the first equity correction in the Quantitative Easing 
(QE) era with Government Bonds yields going higher. 
Indeed, bonds have been ineffective as a hedge against 
equity since the November 2021 peak and that was again 
the case last week. US Treasury yields have come in but 
only modestly as the US 10 year is trading close to 1.9% at 
the time of our writing. Even in Germany, yields are off their 
highs, but holding above 0%.  

We continue to believe that bonds offer no hedge to 
equities. This has historically been the case during times of 
inflation. Between 1965 and 1982, equity and bond selloffs 
were simultaneous. We continue to keep a very small 
exposure to government bonds in diversified portfolios. 

At the moment, gold is the only hedge paying off. As 
shown on the chart below, Gold has been the only true 
portfolio diversifier since the start of the year – although the 

performance is far from spectacular. We keep our exposure 
to Gold in our discretionary portfolios.

Trend #2 — 

The economy should do fine but more 
supply disruptions are likely 
We continue to believe that global GDP should grow above 
potential this year, although there are downside risks 
stemming from the Russia-Ukraine war. Indeed, the direct 
trade link between the US and Russia is almost insignificant, 
at only 0.4% of US exports. Even in Europe, the link is limited 
to just 0.6% of their GDP. However, Russia is an important 
supplier of European energy accounting for 40% of natural 
gas and 24% of crude oil imports, which is what creates 
the real risk to consumer demand and corporate profits. 
As of now, European natural gas prices halted their record-
breaking rally as Russia ramps up flows to Germany (through 
Ukraine…). The flows will continue as long as Russia is not 
fully banned from the international financial messaging 
service SWIFT. But if additional sanctions lead to a ban of all 
SWIFT payments and / or Russian energy flows are blocked, 
European Natural Gas prices are likely to soar and might 
trigger electricity supply disruptions – with obvious negative 
impacts on growth. 

Moreover, given Russia’s role as a commodity superstore, 
the economic impact of this crisis could extend well beyond 
energy and exacerbate current global supply and inflationary 
dynamics. Indeed, Russia and Ukraine combined account for 
25% of global wheat exports and Ukraine alone for 13% of 
corn exports.
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Trend #3 — 

War on inflation is still the key risk for 
investors
According to the February Fund Manager Survey by Bank of 
America (published in early February – see below), hawkish 
central banks was by far the biggest tail risk. As the Russia-
Ukraine war is now raging, will geopolitics take the center 
stage? Interestingly, the biggest tail risks are somewhat 
related - and even compounding... Indeed, the full-scale 
Russia-Ukraine conflict could actually lead to higher 
inflation, more hawkish central banks, more asset bubbles 
popping and thus higher global recession risk....

 

As mentioned earlier, the war could lead to additional 
commodity supply disruptions, including on the energy side. 
While oil prices haven’t reached new highs since Thursday, 
the backwardation in WTI's term structure is at a record 
high, suggesting a seriously tight market. High energy prices 
continue to pose upside risks to inflation in 2022. 

Trend #4 — 

We expect central banks to act despite 
the war 
One of the reasons behind last Thursday’s intra-day equity 
market reversal is “hope” by some market participants 
that central banks will slow down their monetary policy 
normalization process due to the war in Ukraine. We tend to 
disagree with this view. The Fed actually has more work to 
do on tightening monetary conditions – not less. The US 5Y 
Breakevens have been widening (+ 30bps wider at one point 
last week) due to the war’s impact on commodities. As such, 
US real yields have turned sharply more negative (instead 
of rising). Consequently, the Fed has no other choice than 
to tighten rates. This view is confirmed by market action as 
odds of 7 rate-hikes by the Fed in 2022 actually rose last 
week. 

Trend #5 — 

Cross-asset classes volatility is likely to 
stay high
Bond and equity volatility continue to be on the rise (see 
below Bonds volatility “MOVE” index in green and S&P 
volatility “VIX” index in purple). However, we feel that we 
haven’t reached capitulation levels yet, especially on the 
equity side. This is confirmed by the Put/Call ratio which 
is not at an extreme oversold level yet. But we are also 
surprised to see the VIX far below the stress levels that were 
observed during past market corrections. To our opinion, 
this means that equity markets could stay volatile in the 
coming weeks. 

In the medium-term, we believe that an attractive buying 
opportunity could arise. The stock market has a long history 
of being able to look through geopolitical uncertainties, 
especially when the macro and corporate fundamentals 
remain solid. Since 1971, there have been 18 corrections 
without recession. These market pullbacks have historically 
good opportunities to add equities, with the S&P 500 index 
rising 17% six months after and 23% a year later. 

Russian& Ukrainian Non-Energy Commodity Exports % 
of Global Exports

Hawkish central banks remains the biggest "tail risk"
What do you consider the biggest "tail risk"?

Source: RBC

Source: BofA Global Fund Manager Survey
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Special ISG meeting conclusions
As summarized in last week’s asset allocation insights, we 
held a special ISG (Investment Strategy Group) meeting 
last week. The weight of evidence (i.e the aggregated 
view of our fundamental and technical indicators) led us to 
downgrade our stance on equities from positive to cautious. 

While global growth remains above potential, the Russia-
Ukraine crisis creates downside risk at a time when 
monetary policy is unlikely to provide a strong support to 
the economy and financial markets. While earnings growth 
remains positive and while equity valuations are slightly 
more attractive, our market technical indicators (trend, 
sentiment, etc.) have been deteriorating lately and thus led 
us to reduce our stance.

An important point: we have been gradually reducing our 
exposure to equities and credit over the last few months 
based not only on fundamental and technical indicators but 
also on systematic risk balancing. This equity reduction thus 
came as further step in this de-risking process.

For further information 
Banque Syz SA 
Quai des Bergues 1 
CH-1201 Geneva 
Tel +41 58 799 10 00 
Fax +41 58 799 20 00 
syzgroup.com

Charles-Henry Monchau, Chief Investment Officer 
charles-henry.monchau@syzgroup.com

The Move index and the VIX index

Source: Bloomberg
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